Changing the lookup servers for this client
Changing the lookup servers for this client

joe@nfs:~$ echo "Changing the lookup servers for this client"

joe@nfs:~$
joe@nfs:~$ cd /etc/netplan/
joe@nfs:/etc/netplan$
joe@nfs:~$ cd /etc/netplan/
joe@nfs:/etc/netplan$ ls
01-netcfg.yaml
joe@nfs:/etc/netplan$ sudo vi 01-netcfg.yaml
# This file describes the network interfaces available on your system
# For more information, see netplan(5).

network:
  version: 2
  renderer: networkd
  ethtokens:
    ens4:
      # dhcp4: true
      addresses: [ 144.38.202.194/28 ]
      gateway4: 144.38.202.193
      nameservers:
        search: [ cs.dixie.edu ]
        addresses:
          # change these lines to be your nameserver ips
          - "144.38.192.2"
          - "144.38.192.3"